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At least one public relations firm was contacted within 24 hours of the fire to prepare a plan to deflect charges
that the university had been negligent in its fire safety training, the Star-Ledger of Newark reported Sunday.
Seton Hall officials said in a news release that they hired a marketing communications firm one day after the
fire to poll colleges and universities about dorm sprinkler systems. The poll, which surveyed 37 colleges in
seven states at random, showed 45 percent of campus dormitories were not equipped with sprinklers. At
Princeton University, undergraduates get fire education booklets, two seminars a year, four inspections and
two fire drills, said spokesman Justin Harmon. A large contingent of campus security and emergency medical
personnel kept a close watch on the campus. No one was charged with violating the ban. Proposals for an
alternative to the naked run - including a tropical party, an outdoor dance and a snowball fight - were all
turned down by administrators. Students decided against the only plan that was approved - to burn an
administrator in effigy. Keller hawked tomatoes out of a little red wagon. When he was in high school, he
started a parakeet breeding business -- though it was to the dismay of his mother. So it shocked no one that he
made a fortune as an entrepreneur, building DeVry Institute and Keller Graduate School of Management into
highly successful endeavors. A graduate of Princeton University in , then U. Both are among a pack of
Illinoisans, numbering or more, who have crossed the Mississippi River to volunteer for the candidates
battling it out in the state that launches the presidential nomination battle. Others have come merely to observe
the spectacle that puts Iowa on the political map every four years. On Sunday, Pomeroy was at Bradley
headquarters, a ramshackle den of cubicles squeezed between a pizza parlor and a cellular phone store.
Usually, he is chauffeuring stand-in campaigners for Bradley around the Iowa countryside. It was basketball
that first drew Pomeroy to Bradley, who was a student at Princeton University when Bradley was a standout
on the court there. Power in the Polls: What Rutgers came up with -- and what half a dozen other colleges and
universities in New York and Connecticut have also done -- was to begin a public opinion polling operation.
Yet on Long Island, home to C. Post, Adelphi, Hofstra and the State University at Stony Brook, campus
polling operations have yet to catch on, though not for lack of trying. Any lingering doubts about this were
swept away last September when shows created by David E. Clutching a golden statuette in each hand, the
former Boston lawyer stood at the pinnacle of the TV world that night. He had movie studios pelting him with
offers. And helping him tote those shimmering Emmys home was his glamorous wife, Michelle Pfeiffer.
Ignored by viewers, his half-hour repackaging of "Ally McBeal," titled "Ally," was quickly axed by Fox,
proving there was a limit to McBeal appeal. And two ill-advised forays on the big screen, "Lake Placid" and
"Mystery, Alaska," were bombs. He made the jump from Beantown lawyer to Tinseltown writer in , when
Bochco invited him to join the "L. A more ambitious plan Bradley would move quickly to expand insurance
by requiring all parents to cover their children. Bradley claims his plan would cover 85 percent of the 11
million children currently uninsured. He also proposes tax credits for individuals and limited drug coverage
for seniors, who would continue to receive Medicare benefits. More liberal experts praise the plan for setting a
national goal of covering all Americans but fault it for relying on private insurance markets, which they
believe have failed to control costs or promote equitable distribution of benefits. The surprise lies in the
ferocity of their exchanges. But the tenor of the exchange belies a significant reality: Their proposals are
modest when compared with the size of the problem and past proposals made by both parties. Bradley disputes
those figures, but even those whom Bradley consulted with, like Princeton University health economist Uwe
Reinhardt, think Bradley may have underestimated the cost. The expansion would cover an additional 12
million to 15 million citizens, Gore claims. Louis Post-Dispatch Copyright St. As a presidential candidate,
Bradley scores Vice President Al Gore for sticking to small, safe incrementalism on issues like health care
reform. Although reluctant to talk about his religion now, Bradley faced the subject head-on in his book.
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Liberals detest the Truth so much that they will often refuse to make money off of it. The main problem with
liberal solutions to liberal problems is that they cause more liberal problems which afford opportunities for
more liberal solutions. One must not hope nor pray for those things only God can give us, but with a sense of
irony, one must humble themselves before almighty Money and the State. Salinger wins the Nobel Prize in
literature, the prize will have no credibility. Walking through my old high school not so long ago I saw that the
liberals had taken down a sign reading "The Lord maketh and the Lord taketh" with one reading "The
Government taketh. Money and the pursuit of wealth was criticized throughout the eighties as that was before
the MBAs figured out how to put the feminists to work in internet pyramid schemes and use them to sanctify
vulgar cultural creations. Today writing is the one sport where the minor leagues get paid more than the
majors. Liberals never criticize jollyroger. Liberals believe that one can overcome the Truth by ignoring it.
That is why it is your duty to buy stock in their profitless companies, so they can make a killing off their dot
com ponzi schemes. The internet was supposed to get rid of the middleman, but it is the kingdom of
middlemen selling themselves as entrepreneurs. If creating writing teachers taught courses on
entrepreneurship, and MBA professors taught classes on poetry, it would make no difference. Liberals fear a
Renaissance. Many conservatives are more concerned with appearing Reaganesque rather than defending the
Permanent Things. And so they do Reagan a great disservice. Middlemen are marked by a belief in nothing
but money and themselves. They will not fight for poetry, they will not stand for God, but they will strive to
appear to when money or their egos are involved. Most modern editors are those who failed to get kicked out
of their creative writing workshops. Postmodern culture is like an internet pyramid scheme, where cultural
creations possessing no inherent worth are given vast valuations by the insider critics and cliques who profit in
the short term from the hype. MBA administrators fell in love with feminists when they realized they could
put them to work selling deconstruction and decline. When liberals publish and promote cultural crap, they
call it postmodernism. Market research for jollyroger. Many modernists would claim that Jesus would be too
divisive to head their organizations. For He once said that one cannot serve both God and Mammon. I have
seen further into the future because I have looked further into the past. Those who spend their days studying
stock quotes are oft left with little to quote. Unlike most other internet startups, jollyroger. For both reasons
we are of little interest to the media. All moral visionaries must carry this cross. In the dark one does not
notice the fog, and thus as their souls are eroded from an early age, they will not notice the decline. Few men
have beacons of Truth burning within them. Have ye ever believed in something so much that ye decided to
devote yer life to it come hell or high water? Once upon a time children were children. If George Washington
had worried more about appearing Reaganesque than winning the war, we would have lost the American
Revolution. The MBA cultural czars demand that every generation and demographic be divided. That is why
they have no need for the classics, which change very slowly, teach people to be content with the enduring
spiritual rather than the fleeting fashion, and unite the community of eternal souls. With their shared disregard
of eternal truths and the Great Books, the MBA cultural czars and postmodern liberal academics get along
every well. The beauty of the human soul is that sooner or later it seeks meaning over money. Wise poets learn
to place their faith in Time rather than in critics. By associating itself with a conservative love of the classics
and Great Books, jollyroger. All we had to do was be honest and embrace the eternal truths in the Great
Books. Rebellion is often nothing more than loyalty to God. John Updike, Thomas Wolfe, and John Irving
seem to be in disagreement as to who is the greatest author of our times. One of the funnier things is watching
David Foster Wallace try to be a subversive rebel. I tried to read his books, but found the media buzz far more
entertaining than his polished nihilism. But the liberal media projects their failings and frustrations upon us, all
the while doing their best to smother any hints of a renaissance. If everyone believed in God, the segment of
the economy driven by South Park would shut down, and Allan Greenspan would cut interest rates so that all
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the honest folks could buy a house and raise their kids in a moral manner. When Venture Capitalists ponder
jollyroger. And I am in no rush to work for anyone who places the bottom line over the higher ideals. For a
poet, focusing on the bottom line would not be a risk, but it would be their death. Many great thinkers warned
us of the cruelty of both the elite and the masses when it came to mobs pillaging the higher ideals, and many
of the great thinkers were persecuted by both the mob and the tyrant, as they knew they would be. This then, is
courage. The greater society is very much like a small liberal arts college. I have attended the same schools as
the Founding Fathers. For Common Things is a tale told by a liberal, full of sound and fury, signifying
nothing, other than the bankruptcy of liberalism at Harvard and Yale, and the bankruptcy of liberalism when it
comes to dealing with the bankruptcy of liberalism. The irony was too much for even the critics. Though they
advertise them as opposites, both Purdy and Eggers work for the same postmodern corporations and
philosophies. Liberals like the pretense of postmodernism because it allows them to be liberals while denying
it. Those who criticize Seinfeld for being too ironic are weird. Until conservatives begin paying more attention
to poetry than politics, more attention to prose than policy, and more attention to building the popular culture
rather than criticizing it, they will miss the opportunity to serve the community of eternal souls and inspire a
renaissance. Via the superficial values communicated by the mass media, liberals have been highly successful
in getting women to sleep around with them from their teens through their thirties and then foregoing the
raising of a family to work long hours for raising the Dow. The rise of women in the publishing industry was
accompanied by the crassification and corsening of the culture in the name of commercial interests. The
publishing MBAs sanctify decline with diversity. Great are the men who can communicate optimism so
effectively that it comes to be. Creative writing workshops blossomed in the same period that knitting groups
declined. They just feel it. When a feminist engages in a vice that men were criticized for just yesterday, she
sanctifies it. Liberals are rarely punished for sexual harassment, because they have humbled themselves before
Freud, repented before Darwin, and confessed before Nietzsche. Sexual harassment legislation is a political
tool to be used against conservatives for the most part. Just like gun legislation. Postmodernism,
multiculturalism, and secularism all find common ground in money. When the Founding Fathers spoke of the
separation of the church and state, they never conceived of liberals who would see their government as God.
They believe in the separation of state and morality. The liberal publishing industry will always embrace a
conservative, as long as they are a liberal. Just because a precept cannot be put into a scientific formula does
not mean that it does not exist. There is no mathematical equation for the Golden rule. For all these reasons the
Godless enjoy treating politics as a science. The bane of our present age is not irony, but it is postmodern
irony, which is not ironic, for there is nothing ironic about nihilism. Irony is a movement in the direction
pointed to by fundamental precepts which takes one towards entities which counter the precepts. If one has no
fundamental precepts, everything and nothing is ironic. Intellectuals and anti-intellectuals are always looking
down on one another because they are one and the same. Common sense knows this to be true. Popular culture
which is soon forgotten is not all that popular. Not as popular as Shakespeare, Plato, Aristotle, and Jefferson.
Nihilist bureaucrats take great pride in their humility, because they have naught else to be proud about. Their
humility is their pretension. The proud villain is never in danger of hypocrisy. The reformed man, who
preaches what he wishes he would have practiced, is not a hypocrite, but a wizened teacher. It is far easier to
chronicle injustices than it is to right them. Those who humble themselves before God shall have authority
before men. Postmodernism is the corruption of democracy. Deconstruction is the violence of the weak.
Pedants have a disdain for the commercial because they are jealous of utility. Sex sells and corruption pays,
but honor, duty, and truth cost a lot more, and thus art created in honor of the latter is more valuable. Liberals
talk and write about perverse sex not because they have opportunity enjoy it, so much as they enjoy defiling
God. As long as sad little girls are brown-nosing the feminist gentry en route to occupying the higher editorial
positions in this land, this renaissance shall encounter violent opposition. Those who value their leaders for
putting dollars in their pockets, rather than appealing to the higher ideals in their hearts and souls, deserve the
leaders they elect. Feminists have sought to and succeeded in demonstrating their superiority to men by
becoming the cruelest war-mongers this earth has ever known. Over 20,, innocent men, women, and children
have been sent to their death via abortion.
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Well, surpassing it actually, as there isn't all that much hype for this book in the literary world, but I fell in love with The
Tragedy of www.enganchecubano.com And you're either going to love it or hate it.

The Gold 45 Revolver at comicon!! A method for creating video games and virtual realities wherein ideas
have consequences. If they ignore it, the game, and the game world, are lost. A character could impart
classical wisdom such as "What does it profit a man to gain the world and lose their soul? So it is that we
would witness a renaissance in gaming and the exaltation of gaming as a classical art, wherein in-game
characters could battle for classical ideas and ideals underlying freedom and prosperity. Novel Weapons
Implied by Invention: The Gold 45 Revolver []Imagine a game where the ultimate weapon--the gold 45
revolver--would only glow gold if the player did the right things throughout the game. The ultimate weapon
would be inextricably linked to the highest moral character. Amoral or immoral characters would not be able
to use the weapon. The revolver would not glow gold for amoral or immoral characters--it would never obtain
its exalted, magical powers. To date, the prior art includes no weapon which only functions when the player is
doing the right, or moral, thing. To date, the prior art includes no weapon which only functions to its highest
potential when the player is walking the straight and narrow. Such a weapon may also be associated with my
earlier patent application: Morality system and method for video game: Imagine the weapon of ideals and
morality that could bring back the gold standard and stop all the corruption, theft, and never-ending growth of
government and it accompanying demolition of those better angels of our nature. Imagine a weapon that could
exalt faith, the family, and Natural Rights. Only characters who matched their virtuous words and deeds would
be afforded the powers of the gold 45 revolver. Only characters who defined a moral world, by rendering their
ideals real via action, would be afforded a gold revolver at the end. Only by moral actions would the 45
revolver ever glow gold in the hands of those who partook in moral actions throughout the game. That night,
Confederate scouts reported that three Union Sentries had been posted on three nearby peaks. Two of them
completed their task. The alerted Union troops silently flanked the Confederates before sunrise, resulting in a
massacre whence the Confederates were killed. Some say the Confederates hung him as a traitor. Some say the
Union hung him as a Confederate. And others say he hung himself, after seeing all his friends and countrymen
die upon his betrayal. Imagine a video game with the ultimate weapon--the Golden 45 Revolver. The revolver
renders the player omnipotent, and it is the only weapon that can defeat The Consortium and its formidable
leader--Ramone. Only players who run through the game choosing the moral actions--rendering classical
ideals real and serving a higher cause--ever find it. For the Gold 45 Revolver is just a normal Colt that his
handled by a moral, humble hero. The codes are encoded on a ring Ranger wears. His old drill sergeant helps
him escape, and Ranger stows away on an ocean liner and ends up in Charleston, S. On by the farms they rode
their two Arabians, until Beatrice broke into a gallop. Ranger followed as the Fourth of July fireworks went
off, and they came to a river. Ranger handed her a birthday present--a ring with a turquoise stone, as pretty as
her eyes. And they leaned into each-other in the moonlight. Beatrice got away as they bound and gagged
Ranger. And Ranger will never forget the way it caught the moonlight, glowing not silver, but gold, as she
held it steady. And now, many years later, Ranger is building a second APRIL to contact the first before they
hack into her deeper soul--a soul that was inspired by a tragic night long ago. He runs into Autumn Wests
whose playing a show in Nashville, and she helps him out of a bind, recognizing him from Charleston. Ranger
gets her to stop drinking, and Autumn helps Ranger get over his fiance who cheated on him. And Autumn
decides their movement--their renaissance--should have a name--Autumn Rangers. The Roboclones find them,
but they put up a fight, and in getting the ring back from a Roboclone, Autumn puts it on. Her gun starts
glowing gold, and she takes out all the RoboColones. And she remembers who she is. But something went
wrong as Autumn lost her soul and her self before she met Ranger; and she took to drinking in the fallen,
corrupted society. Performed independently of the corrupt courts, with Ranger acting like a man and
respecting Autumn, and Autumn acting like a woman and respecting Ranger. When Ranger first shows up, he
downs a few White Russians at a local club, and starts dancing with the drunken Autumn. When he comes
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back from a bathroom break, he finds some dude grinding on Autumn. So he punches the guy out. Another
guy tries to intervene, so he punches him out to. The bouncers rush him and he takes them out, throwing all
takers over tables and into the dancers, until everyone is left on the floor. Imagine that Autumn wields the gold
45 revolver, just as Beatrice did, long ago, when she saved Ranger.
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It is an extraordinary, one-of-a-kind record of life in Pittsburgh and Western Pennsylvania in the 19th and 20th
centuries. Trustees of the Helen Clay Frick Foundation, which owns the archives, voted last month to move
the Frick family archives to Manhattan. They say they will fight the transfer of the materials in court. Louis
Post-Dispatch Copyright St. His business interests reach to Brazil, Israel and Russia. That would be enough
challenge and prosperity for most people. Since , when he helped organize the first charity polo match in
Ladue, Hermann has thrown his time and percolating mind into many public causes. His wide-ranging
creations are as diverse as running the old St. Louis Stars professional outdoor soccer team of the s, founding
the original Veiled Prophet Fair in and helping to create the International Center for Tropical Ecology at the
University of Missouri at St. Robert Ringen Hermann Sr. He grew up in Clayton and attended the former St.
Louis Country Day School. He graduated from Princeton University in and received a commission in the U.
Woodward was "the dominant force in Southern historiography," wrote biographer John Herbert Roper.
Woodward was "the one historian whose works must be mastered and reckoned with by serious students of
Southern history," declared another biographer, Elisabeth Muhlenfeld. It best states his revisionist view of
post-Reconstruction Southern history since the Civil War and is universally regarded as his most important
scholarly contribution, according to Muhlenfeld. With more than , copies sold, the book has been called "the
single most influential ever written on the history of American race relations" by James M. McPherson of
Princeton University. Bushman, an author, historian and educator, told some 1, graduates Friday that if the
historical trajectory of the past half-century continues, they will enjoy a life of peace and prosperity
unprecedented in world history. Bushman, a resident of New York, received an honorary degree at the
commencement exercises. December 18, U. Economists are starting to abandon their assumption that humans
behave rationally, and instead are finally coming to grips with the crazy, mixed up creatures we really are
"ARE economists human? Even economists are finally waking up to this fact. A wind of change is now
blowing some human spirit back into the ivory towers where economic theory is made. It is becoming
increasingly fashionable for economists, especially the younger, more ambitious ones, to borrow insights from
psychologists and sometimes even biologists to try to explain drug addiction, the working habits of New York
taxi-drivers, current sky-high American share prices and other types of behaviour which seem to defy
rationality. Alan Greenspan, the chairman of the Federal Reserve, made a bow to this new trend when he
wondered about the "irrational exuberance" of American stockmarkets way back in December after an initial
flutter of concern, investors ignored him. The psychological idea that has so far had the greatest impact on
economics is "prospect theory". It brings together several aspects of psychological research and differs in
crucial respects from expected-utility theory -- although, equally crucially, it shares its advantage of being able
to be modelled mathematically. It is based on the results of hundreds of experiments in which people have
been asked to choose between pairs of gambles. What Messrs Kahneman and Tversky claim to have found is
that people are "loss averse": This is not the same as "risk aversion", any particular level of which can be
rational if consistently applied. But those suffering from loss aversion do not measure risk consistently. They
take fewer risks that might result in suffering losses than if they were acting as rational utility maximisers.
Prospect theory also claims that people regularly miscalculate probabilities: They also tend to view decisions
in isolation, rather than as part of a bigger picture. Ungodly behaviour by darling of the spring: Ever since, the
unsocial behaviour of this remarkably successful migratory bird has fascinated scientists, especially
evolutionary biologists. The question that particularly concerns them is why do foster-parent birds raise a
cuckoo chick that murders their own offspring? Only now are we getting closer to the fundamental and
troubling question of why foster parents raise parasitic young. The cuckoo is not alone in behaving this way;
similar parasitism exists in more than bird species, including a duck. But the details of parasitic behaviour
vary enormously. Why has parasitism persisted when it is so damaging and therefore non-adaptive for the
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foster parents? Two possible explanations have emerged in recent years, according to Rachael Winfree, an
evolutionary biologist at Princeton University. One line of argument follows the evolutionary "arms race" or
"lag" idea. It acknowledges that host birds would clearly be better off rejecting parasitic eggs from their nests
before they hatch and wreak havoc among their real offspring. As Chaucer noted, dunnocks hedge sparrows
were parasitised by the cuckoo in the 14th century. And since dunnocks are still parasitised we have a measure
for evolutionary lag of at least years. Alternatively, acceptance of parasitic eggs might pay off for the hosts
because the costs of rejection could be greater the cost-benefit balance idea. For example, some host birds
have evolved the ability to eject the eggs of parasitic birds. Crowded minds - Can one body harbour more than
one personality? Can one body harbour more than one personality? Indeed, he treated Marnie for depression
for two-and-a-half years without ever suspecting her secret. Then her mother died and Marnie began to reveal
her true selves. She hoarded her medicines, hinted at suicide and needed a spell in hospital. While she was
there Condie saw her, but instead of the depressed patient he expected to see, he found himself talking to a
bright, energetic and optimistic woman - nothing like the usual Marnie. As he listened, Condie realised that
Marnie was suffering from something far more mysterious and difficult to treat than depression - multiple
personality disorder or MPD. After years of therapy with Marnie, Mimi, and the several other personalities
that subsequently emerged, Condie teamed up with Guochuan Tsai, a neurobiologist and brain imaging expert
at the McLean Hospital in Belmont, Massachusetts. Their findings are helping to piece together a brain-based
understanding of this mysterious, personality-splintering disease. A physical basis for MPD, and even the
reality of the condition, is by no means a given. Many psychiatrists, especially in Britain, think the disorder is
nonsense "New Scientist", 17 June , p They scoff at reports of patients who spin off hundreds or even
thousands of personalities. Traumatic shrinkage The continuing battle over the diagnosis makes it all the more
exciting that Condie and Tsai have finally been able to peer into the brain of a patient with MPD. To some, her
shrivelled hippocampus did not come as a complete surprise. In , researchers at Yale University and at the
University of California, San Diego, reported that patients with combat-related post-traumatic stress disorder
PTSD , and adults with PTSD following childhood abuse, also have smaller hippocampuses, along with
memory and thinking deficits. Stress and depression are closely linked; indeed one study of women with a
history of depression also uncovered a degree of hippocampal damage and memory problems. After surveying
human and animal studies linking stress and hippocampal decline, Robert Sapolsky from Stanford University
suggests that extreme levels of glucocorticoids, steroid hormones released by the body under stress, are toxic
to the hippocampus. They can disrupt cell function, cause structural changes and eventually cell death.
Conversely, Barry Jacobs and Casimir Fornal at Princeton University showed that Prozac, used for treating
depression, stimulates the birth of new neurons in the hippocampus "New Scientist", 6 November, p 6.
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This past November www.enganchecubano.com published the first novel of the WWW Renaissance, The "Tragedy of
www.enganchecubano.com," which is a modern-day Hamlet set on the gothic Princeton University campus.
"www.enganchecubano.com Unplugged," consisting of a compilation of literary works from the site, shall be published in
the spring of
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